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“There are, however, some 
universal and eternal foun-
dations of Justice: these are 
a priori normative convic-
tions, which arise from  
the structure of the human 
mind in general.” 
(E. Sperantia)

E
UGENIU SPERANTIA lived be-

-

in the interwar period and in the years 

publications were known in the Euro-
pean cultural area, as they were trans-
lated into French, Italian and German, 

-

Europe.1 As a philosopher, sociologist, 

Sperantia researched and worked on a 

strong humanistic orientation. In the 
-

and juridical thought, Sperantia de-
vised an original outlook on state, leg-
islation, government and law.2



Sperantia’s philosophical outlook on law is organically integrated into his 
-

der two aspects: one is subjective, or individual, and the other one is objective, 
-

opment and mutual enrichment. Personality can only be shaped and improved 

rooted not only in Romanian juridical culture, but also in the European 
Zeitgeist 3

-
4

U
SING A 
and historical approaches in research, E. Sperantia analyzed law, state 
and nation in their socio-economic, cultural and spiritual contexts, 

-

their becoming throughout history. 
-

-
ment, the connections established in the living world, both social and mental, 

-
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certain limitations and constraints which must be respected.  Proper to man is 

technical norms etc., by agendas, political codes, by mores, customs, traditions, 

-

7

ideologies and traditions vary with respect to time, place and social groups. 

in general. Compliance with them constitutes the absolute and universal social 
 

-

-
9

-
-



and as such we may call them: natural law, rational law or transpositive law.10 
-

-

-

into positive juridical orders, has been accomplished in various concrete ways. 

-

-

11 -

other hand. “The legislating activity, being an activity directed towards social 

-

12 among which are mindsets, 
-

teria that are dominant in the social group and, last but not least, the human 
-
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the abovementioned cir

(when chaos, corruption, disorder ensue in society, various anomic states appear 
-

collectivity to accept the norms decreed by a ‘legislating agent,’ the latter should 

13 
-

-

14

N
ATURALLY, JURIDICAL 

-
selves upon the human mind through their inherent authority, an au-

-

constraint. Since the legislator is legitimate and entitled to pass laws, his laws 

 There 

-



-

in the juridical order, especially as regards adventitious norms. 

The great reformist and revolutionary movements of renewal are always guided by 
the purely ideological and purely conjectural assertion of yet unconsecrated rights, 
the desire for recognition and for the social confirmation of norms. For a long time, 
some ideologies have lacked the power to become reality; whether they are not shared 
by the greater society, or accepted by most people, they do not have, in their structure, 
the qualities required for their materialization into a positive juridical order. Cir-
culating as a simple received idea or as a “verbal” cliché, such an ideology can linger 
for decades and centuries in the life of one or several peoples, which dream of it with-
out living it and assert it without applying it, until someone gives life to the theory, 
creating and bringing to its aid a collective enthusiasm so intense that it defeats the 
inertia of routine and the barriers raised by the beneficiaries of the old regime. These 
states are, in fact, embryonic phases experienced by almost all ideologies.  

their own evolution: some remained latent, some prevailed in public, having 
a relative stability, others generated collective enthusiasm, and then abruptly 
collapsed. There have been ideologies which generated collective enthusiasm, 
maintaining themselves owing to their utopian, propagandistic vision, conveyed 
to the masses, and concealing the weaknesses, shortcomings and the mediocrity 

-
gies. The selection involves lengthy debates, propaganda, struggle. “Ideologies 

17 -

-

-

law19 20

social anthropology. According to this doctrine, law and government have their 
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-
nion, then a state and a juridical order will result, having developed organically 

citizen cannot want anything other than what the monolithic state wants, as the 

would ensue. 

subordinate the legislator’s activity to a superior and peremptory principle. Spe-

juridical positivism, which asserts that there is no other law than that which is 
passed by legislation. In all these doctrinal variants, the legislator (be it an in-

-

-

ideologies on legislators and governments would diminish, and those normative 

spiritual nature, will be strengthened. 



B
OTH HISTORICALLY and structurally, law and state have had reciprocal con-

-
21

juridical norms (unlike other norms, such as moral, religious, technical, and pro-

deals with their application, sees to it that juridical norms are observed, in order 

Appearing as an overarching institution that exists on a geographic territory, the 
state possesses its own legal order that can be compared to what statute means in 

-

-

towards a well-determined purpose and complying with the given legal norms. 
-

22 The 

-
ening social cohesion, the state is watched upon by all members that make up 

-

and issuing adventitious norms. These are subsumed to the cardinal imperative 

-
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tem, the army, the police, the revenue service etc., and, broadly speaking, in the 
state sector, are regulated by adventitious norms, i.e. all norms composing the 
admi

rebellious interests. 

become the greatest landowner, the greatest merchant, the supreme administra-

-

-
23 But it is a mistake to believe that the state should only be a national 

-

-
24

-

and juridical order. For this reason, the national state has the highest chances 



-

individual the social-cultural environment that is closer to his temperament and 
-

sistency with human spirituality. “The national state is the most unitary state, 
-

-
cial order which most closely corresponds to the general outlook and spiritual 

-

-
cation and orientation, which has been accomplished over centuries. The con-

But the example given by Sperantia is the Swiss Federation. 

E
UGENIU SPERANTIA, a creative intellectual with encyclopedic knowledge, 

 It is values that guide 

human condition. 

-
Positive law must be respected!27 The directional 
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order in society, in order to ensure spiritual cohesion within the social group 

-

revolutionizing them in certain historical periods. 

-

polis -

themselves, central values in society. 

Studia 
Sociologia

Sociologia

-
alã  (Cluj: 

Lecþiuni de enciclopedie juridicã: Cu o introducere istoricã 
în filosofia dreptului 

Gând Românesc Introducere în Filosofia Drep-
tului Sintezã de filosofia istoriei, 

-



-

At the same time, Sperantia constructed a systemic and evolutionistic view on law, 
-

velopment. 
 4. Sperantia, Introducere în Filosofia Dreptului
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all studies that have a general character, syntheses and philosophical explanations, 

 17. Ibid., 330. 

-
Juridica International

-
-

Millennium: Journal of International Studies 37, 
-

minster subsumes Schmitt’s anti-liberal views to the same ideological current which 

philosophical outlook regarding the relations between state, moral values, legislation 

European Journal of Inter-
national Law

Introduction to the 
Philosophy of Law 

 22. Sperantia, Introducere în Filosofia Dreptului
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 23. Ibid., 417. 

Cartea despre carte 
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Eugeniu Sperantia’s Outlook on the Connections between Law, State, Nation  
and Ideologies

 
-
-


